The chemical pathways leading to ␥Ј͑L1 2 ͒ nucleation from nondilute Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at. %, ␥͑fcc͒, at 873 K are followed with radial distribution functions and isoconcentration surface analyses of direct-space atom-probe tomographic images. Although Cr atoms initially are randomly distributed, a distribution of congruent Ni 3 Al short-range-order domains ͑SRO͒, ͗R͘Х0.6 nm, results from Al diffusion during quenching. Domain site occupancy develops as their number density increases leading to Al-rich phase separation by ␥Ј-nucleation, ͗R͘ = 0.75 nm, after SRO occurs. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.212101 PACS number͑s͒: 64.60.Qb, 64.75.ϩg, 75.47.Np, 61.72.Ϫy Understanding nucleation phenomena is critical to microstructural control and design of advanced technological alloys. The theoretical nucleation literature is vast, e.g., Refs. 1-3, whereas direct experimental observations of subnanoto nanoscale nuclei are miniscule, 4 controversial, 5 and limited to binary systems. 4 Experimental studies to date have measured the kinetics of nuclei with radii, R, Ͼ2 nm, 4 with no knowledge of the chemical pathways associated with nucleation. With atom-probe tomography ͑APT͒, it is possible to characterize both the spatial extent and compositions of nuclei as small as 0.45 nm 6 with direct-space atomic reconstructions of small volumes of material ͑typically 2 ϫ 10 4 nm 3 containing 10 6 atoms͒. We demonstrate herein that APT can also follow the chemical pathways prior to ͑i.e., ordering and clustering͒ and during diffusion-controlled nucleation of Ni 3 ͑Al x Cr 1−x ͒ ␥Ј-phase ͑L1 2 ͒ in a moderately supersaturated ␥-matrix ͑fcc͒ with isoconcentration surfaces 7 and radial distribution function ͑RDF͒ 8 analyses. High-purity elements were induction melted in Ar and then chill cast in a copper mold ͑19 mm diameter͒. Cast ingots are homogenized in Ar at 1573 K for 24 h and then 1123 K for 3 h; subsequently 10-mm-thick water-quenched sections are aged at 873 K ͑120 s to 1024 h͒. Aged specimens are electropolished to produce sharply pointed needleshaped specimens for APT. 6 The solute distributions in 3 -nm-thick partial APT volumes ͑Fig. 1͒ provide direct visual evidence of phase separation ͑i.e., ␥Ј-nucleation͒ and demonstrate that atoms are positioned with subnanometer resolution with APT. Employing 9 at. % Al isoconcentration surface analyses, spheroidal Al-rich regions with R as small as 0.45 nm, 20 detected atoms ͑ion detection efficiency of 60%͒, are first observed within APT images at 600 s. Along the ͓001͔ direction in L1 2 Ni 3 ͑Al x Cr 1−x ͒, nearly pure Ni-rich planes alternate with solute-rich planes. This alternation is captured within the delineated Al-rich regions, i.e., the Alrich ͕002͖-superlattice planes ͑2d 200 = 0.356 nm͒ are resolved, thus providing further evidence that these regions are ␥Ј-precipitates. Between 600 and 900 s, ␥Ј-number density, N v , increases sharply from 3.6ϫ 10 23 to 2.1ϫ 10 24 m −3 at a constant ͗R͘ of 0.75 nm, implying that the transformation is undergoing quasistationary-state nucleation. Their average composition, Ni-18.3± 0.9 Al-9.3± 0.7 Cr at. %, represents a lower-bound for the ␥Ј-critical nucleus. We find the 2 -test 9 is inadequate to evaluate nonrandomness of the Al and Cr distributions obtained with APT. Alternatively, RDF analyses offer a higher degree of spatial sensitivity and resolve lattice site-specific information, thereby allowing the chemical pathways associated with ␥Ј-nucleation ͑t ഛ 600 s͒ to be followed in direct space for the first time.
Understanding nucleation phenomena is critical to microstructural control and design of advanced technological alloys. The theoretical nucleation literature is vast, e.g., Refs. 1-3, whereas direct experimental observations of subnanoto nanoscale nuclei are miniscule, 4 controversial, 5 and limited to binary systems. 4 Experimental studies to date have measured the kinetics of nuclei with radii, R, Ͼ2 nm, 4 with no knowledge of the chemical pathways associated with nucleation. With atom-probe tomography ͑APT͒, it is possible to characterize both the spatial extent and compositions of nuclei as small as 0.45 nm 6 with direct-space atomic reconstructions of small volumes of material ͑typically 2 ϫ 10 4 nm 3 containing 10 6 atoms͒. We demonstrate herein that APT can also follow the chemical pathways prior to ͑i.e., ordering and clustering͒ and during diffusion-controlled nucleation of Ni 3 ͑Al x Cr 1−x ͒ ␥Ј-phase ͑L1 2 ͒ in a moderately supersaturated ␥-matrix ͑fcc͒ with isoconcentration surfaces 7 and radial distribution function ͑RDF͒ 8 analyses. High-purity elements were induction melted in Ar and then chill cast in a copper mold ͑19 mm diameter͒. Cast ingots are homogenized in Ar at 1573 K for 24 h and then 1123 K for 3 h; subsequently 10-mm-thick water-quenched sections are aged at 873 K ͑120 s to 1024 h͒. Aged specimens are electropolished to produce sharply pointed needleshaped specimens for APT. 6 The solute distributions in 3 -nm-thick partial APT volumes ͑Fig. 1͒ provide direct visual evidence of phase separation ͑i.e., ␥Ј-nucleation͒ and demonstrate that atoms are positioned with subnanometer resolution with APT. Employing 9 at. % Al isoconcentration surface analyses, spheroidal Al-rich regions with R as small as 0.45 nm, 20 detected atoms ͑ion detection efficiency of 60%͒, are first observed within APT images at 600 s. Along the ͓001͔ direction in L1 2 Ni 3 ͑Al x Cr 1−x ͒, nearly pure Ni-rich planes alternate with solute-rich planes. This alternation is captured within the delineated Al-rich regions, i.e., the Alrich ͕002͖-superlattice planes ͑2d 200 = 0.356 nm͒ are resolved, thus providing further evidence that these regions are ␥Ј-precipitates. Between 600 and 900 s, ␥Ј-number density, N v , increases sharply from 3.6ϫ 10 23 to 2.1ϫ 10 24 m −3 at a constant ͗R͘ of 0.75 nm, implying that the transformation is undergoing quasistationary-state nucleation. Their average composition, Ni-18.3± 0.9 Al-9.3± 0.7 Cr at. %, represents a lower-bound for the ␥Ј-critical nucleus. We find the 2 -test 9 is inadequate to evaluate nonrandomness of the Al and Cr distributions obtained with APT. Alternatively, RDF analyses offer a higher degree of spatial sensitivity and resolve lattice site-specific information, thereby allowing the chemical pathways associated with ␥Ј-nucleation ͑t ഛ 600 s͒ to be followed in direct space for the first time.
An RDF at a given radial distance, r, is defined as the average concentration distribution of component i around a FIG. 1 . ͑Color online͒ Within Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at. % APT reconstructed volumes, Al-rich ␥Ј-precipitates are first detected with 9 at. % Al isoconcentration surfaces after aging for 600 s ͑top͒ at 873 K. Between 600 s ͑top͒ and 900 s ͑bottom͒, the ͗R͘ remains constant ͑0.75 nm, ϳ 150 atoms͒; however, a sharp increase in number density from 3.6ϫ 10 23 to 2.1ϫ 10 24 m −3 is observed. The Al and Cr atoms in these 3-nm-thick partial volumes, displayed in yellow ͑light gray͒ and blue ͑dark gray͒, are enlarged in the ␥Ј-precipitates to emphasize the resolved ͕002͖ superlattice planes perpendicular to the ͓001͔ analysis direction, where the average ␥Ј-composition is Ni-18.3± 0.9 Al-9.3± 0.7 Cr at. %.
given solute species, X, ͗C i X ͑r͒͘, normalized to the overall concentration of i atoms, C i o , in the sampled volume,
where N i k ͑r͒ is the number of i atoms in a radial shell around the kth X atom that is centered at r, N tot k ͑r͒ is the total number of atoms in this shell, and N X is the number of X atoms in this volume. The average concentration distributions around a solute species in 0.01-nm-thick shells are smoothed with a weighted moving average using a Gaussian-type spline-function, 10 with a 0.04 nm full width at halfmaximum, where ͗N tot ͑r͒͘ increases quadratically with r and the total volume sampled for a given shell is proportional to X. Only the RDFs for r ജ 0.2 nm are presented as the physical interpretation at smaller r is difficult due to possible ion trajectory effects. RDF values of unity describe perfectly random distributions, while values that differ describe clustering or ordering. The absolute magnitude of these processes can be compared with the RDF's amplitude, A = ͓RDF͑r͒ −1͔, where A Ͼ 0 indicates a greater concentration than the overall concentration ͑positive correlation͒ and A Ͻ 0 implies a smaller one ͑negative correlation͒.
To evaluate an RDF's shape and magnitude when analyzing APT data, which is affected by the APT's positional uncertainty, we first consider a well-defined system, a nearly pure Ni 3 Al ͑L1 2 ͒ alloy 11 that exhibits almost perfect longrange order ͑LRO͒, 12 and compare it to the expected values for a theoretical Ni 3 Al alloy with LRO= 1, Fig. 2 . In the theoretical alloy, the Al-Al profile ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ alternates discretely as a series of ␦ functions between A = −1 and A =3 at successive nearest-neighbor ͑NN͒ distances ͑gray vertical lines in Fig. 2͒ , while the Al-Ni profile alternates between 1/3 and −1 ͑not displayed͒. Because mass conservation is obtained, one RDF in a binary alloy is sufficient to describe the LRO behavior; therefore, only the Al-Al profiles are presented. The random-state, RDF= 1, is denoted by a dashed horizontal line. Compared to the theoretical profile ͑right-hand ordinate͒, the experimental profile ͑left-hand ordinate͒ is damped ͑ca. nine times smaller in A than the theoretical value at the first NN distance͒ and does not follow exactly the theoretical positive and negative alternation. The experimental values of the Al-Al and Al-Ni RDFs are strongest at the first NN distances than at larger r. These features of the RDF result from contributions of adjacent NNs to the measured concentrations and are a function of the number of NNs ͑parenthetical values in Fig. 2͒ and their weighted contribution ͑proportional to theoretical A values͒. Note the measured RDFs oscillate over the full range of r, r ഛ 1 nm, which is a distinguishing feature of LRO in an APT RDF. The differences with theory are understood by considering the value for a particular NN. As the RDF in Eq. ͑1͒ is not normalized to the coordination number, Z ͑as Z assignment is not straightforward due to positional uncertainty͒, a greater number of NNs contribute more to the measured RDF than fewer with the same weight. At the third NN distance, although theory predicts a negative correlation, the observed positive correlation results from the positive contributions from the six adjacent second NNs and 12 fourth NNs, each with a larger weighting factor ͑A =3͒ than the 24 third NNs ͑A =−1͒. Nevertheless the experimental results in Fig. 2 indicative of LRO and act as a reference state for what follows. If the distributions of reconstructed atom positions about each NN distance are known, it would be possible to obtain a deconvoluted RDF, allowing pairwise interaction energies to be determined experimentally in multicomponent systems. Figure 3 presents experimentally determined Al-and Crcentered RDFs for the as-quenched ͑AQ͒ state ͑open circles͒ and after 120 s ͑solid diamonds͒ of aging. The comparison to the random state ͑dashed horizontal line͒ evaluates the homogeneity of the post-quenching state. The nearly flat Cr -Cr and Cr-Ni AQ profiles indicate that the quench-rate is sufficient to produce a random Cr distribution relative to other Cr and Ni atoms. The initial quench rate is, however, insufficient to avoid diffusion of Al away from Cr, as Al diffuses considerably faster than Cr does in Ni-Al-Cr. The Al-Al and Al-Ni AQ RDFs' deviations from the random state are comparable to the ones for the LRO alloy, Fig. 2 . Unlike the LRO alloy, they occur over a shorter range, r ഛ 0.6 nm. At the first NN distance, the Al-Al and Al-Ni correlations are negative and positive, respectively, and the Al-Al RDF's oscillations are coupled with oscillations in the Al-Ni RDF that are opposite in sign, which is consistent with L1 2 ordering. These trends establish the presence of quenched-in L1 2 SRO domains with ͗R͘Х0.6 nm. After 120 s, an increase in the Al-Al and Al-Ni RDFs' intensities, which also extends 0.6 nm, indicates the SRO in solution increases. It follows that the SRO domains' ͗R͘ remains approximately constant as their N v increases concomitantly. Since the solute concentrations are nondilute, the volumes are reasonably wellsampled, yielding Al-Cr and Cr-Al profiles that are very similar. These RDFs exhibit a negative spatial correlation over the distances analyzed, r Ͻ 1 nm, thereby establishing that the ␥Ј-SRO regions are Cr depleted. In concert with more developed SRO at 120 s, the intensity of the Al-Cr RDF at the first NN distance is strongly negative, which suggests that Cr atoms do not prefer to be NNs to Al and that they occupy the Al sites within the Ni 3 ͑Al x Cr 1−x ͒ SRO domains. A slight Ni-Cr ordering tendency, either within Alrich domains or in the ␥-matrix, is observed at 120 s.
Since the RDF is applied to total volumes, as the alloy decomposes ͑t ജ 120 s, Fig. 4͒ the RDF becomes a convolution of the ordering and clustering processes in both ␥-and ␥Ј-phases, where cumulative shifts in the RDF away from unity ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ correspond to elemental partitioning associated with ␥Ј-nucleation. Isoconcentration surfaces ͑Fig. 1͒ first detect a small volume fraction ͑0.11± 0.04% ͒ of ␥Ј-nuclei ͑R ജ 0.45 nm͒ that are highly enriched in Al ͑19.1± 1.7% ͒ at 600 s. Correspondingly, the Al-Al RDF shifts strongly. In comparison, the shift at 300 s is slight ͑no appreciable phase separation͒ and no ␥Ј-nuclei are detected with isoconcentration surfaces, establishing that the onset of ␥Ј-phase separation occurs between 300 and 600 s. For t =0 ͑Fig. 3͒, 120 and 300 s ͑Fig. 4͒, since the Al-Al profiles oscillate about unity, the SRO domains observed prior to phase separation are congruently ordered, i.e., their compositions do not deviate from the overall concentration. The strong antisite Cr preference for Al in the domains at 120 s diminishes with further aging, where a decrease in negative correlation at the first NN distance in the Al-Cr RDFs demonstrates that Al substitutes for Cr in the SRO domains leading to less retained Cr. Unlike for Al-Al RDFs, the shift in Cr-Cr RDFs with nucleation is gradual and is positive as Cr partitions to ␥, where a slight negative correlation at 120 s may correspond to Cr ordering in the domains. A strong Al-Ni ordering tendency at the first NN distance at 120 s damps toward unity with aging, establishing that the cumulative L1 2 -ordering ͑SRO and LRO͒ in ␥ + ␥Ј diminishes. Since ␥Ј-nucleation clearly leads to localized LRO development, the observed Al-Ni RDF damping corresponds to SRO diminishment in the ␥-matrix with aging.
Lattice kinetic Monte Carlo ͑LKMC͒ simulations 9 of a nearly identical alloy, Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr at. %, aged at 873 K, indicate that ␥Ј-phase separation occurs by nucleation and growth, which is preceded by Ni 3 Cr-type SRO that develops, decays, and is followed by L1 2 SRO development. We do not observe this behavior experimentally, but find that the RDFs establish L1 2 SRO in the AQ state, which becomes stronger after 120 s, Fig. 3 . In the AQ alloy, the distribution of Cr and Ni atoms relative to Cr atoms is initially random, hence Ni 3 Cr SRO does not precede the L1 2 SRO. The onset of Al-rich ␥Ј-phase separation ͑Fig. 4͒ occurs after 300 s of aging after SRO has occurred. A crucial difference between our experiments and the LKMC simulation 9 is the thermal history of the AQ state. In the LKMC simulation, the initial state is a random distribution of atoms, which neglects the influence of a finite quench rate from 1123 K, followed by up-quenching to 873 K. The influence of the quench rate is twofold. First, it leads to an unknown value for the supersaturation of quenched-in vacancies. Second, phase separation may occur, particularly in alloys that are highly supersaturated and/or have a small interfacial free energy, where the nucleation barriers are small and nucleation currents large. [1] [2] [3] For dislocation densities ranging between 10 10 and 10 12 m −2 , the half-life time for the annihilation of excess vacancies at 873 K, for diffusion-limited annihilation, is between 10118 and 107 s, which are lower bounds since dislocation climb is assumed to be diffusion-limited, 13 whereas it need not be.
14 This suggests that quenched-in excess vacancies may play a role in the early stages of decomposition.
In summary, the chemical pathways leading to ␥Ј-nucleation at 873 K from a solutionized nondilute NiAl-Cr alloy are characterized in detail with isoconcentration surfaces and RDF ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ analyses of direct-space APT images, Figs. 1-4. Our approach offers the unique ability to characterize these pathways in nondilute multicomponent alloys, which are inherently complex, in particular when solute tracer diffusivities differ significantly. The application of an RDF to APT images provides a highly sensitive methodology to test homogeneity, which despite the APT's uncertainty in positioning absolutely atoms allows lattice-site ordering and clustering to be investigated, Fig. 2 . An alloy's thermal history, in addition to quenched-in vacancies, influences the chemical pathways, which differ from predictions by LKMC simulations assuming a completely random solid solution. 9 The finite quench rate after solutionizing is sufficient to yield a random distribution of Cr atoms, Fig. 3 . Quenching, however, produces a distribution of Ni 3 ͑Al x Cr 1−x ͒ SRO ͑L1 2 ͒ domains ͑͗R͘Х0.6 nm͒ that are congruently ordered and Crdepleted relative to the solid solution. Initially, trapped Cr atoms show an antisite preference for the Al sublattice. With aging, as the N v of SRO domains increases and then ␥Ј-nuclei form, Cr is expelled and substituted for by Al. As highly localized LRO regions are established ͑␥Ј-nuclei͒, the SRO in the ␥-matrix diminishes. A strong shift in Al-Al RDF ͑Fig. 4͒ coincides with the detection of ␥Ј-nuclei ͑Fig. 1͒, thereby establishing that the onset of phase separation occurs between 300 and 600 s after SRO establishment. Between 600 and 900 s, nuclei as small as R = 0.45 nm are detected, while the N v of ␥Ј-nuclei increases sharply as their ͗R͘ value remains constant at 0.75 nm, Fig. 1 .
